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About This Game

Journey to the remote Isle of Polu, where you will meet the curious and adorable little creatures known as Buddies!

Visit the Hatchery to choose your Buddy, and bring it to one of the Isle's lovely beaches to fill its belly with delicious fruit! The
more fruit your Buddy eats, the more points you will earn.

But remember: Buddies only have a limited amount of time to forage, and they don't like sour fruits. Eating a sour fruit will
cause your Buddy to lose time. Also, some fruits are too big to be eaten and will stun your Buddy if they land on its head. Be

sure to dodge these obstacles!

Use your points to unlock and purchase eggs to hatch new Buddies, and customize your Buddies with cool markings and colorful
wristbands.

What are you waiting for? Come play!

Gameplay:
Fruit will fall from the trees overhead and it is your job to help the buddies catch them.

You will control your favorite Lil' Buddy and run back and forth in an arcade style fashion trying to catch as much fruit as you
can.
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You need to catch as much fruit as you can while avoiding dangerous obstacles like coconuts which will hurt your Lil' friends.
The more fruit you catch, the more points you earn; which you can use to purchase cool things from the shop or unlock new

levels on the island.
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Title: Lil' Blue Buddy
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
Emerald Interactive Games
Publisher:
Emerald Interactive Games
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.7 GHz

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 7850 or Nvidia GeForce GTX 670

Storage: 20 MB available space

Sound Card: Onboard sound

Additional Notes: Most computers will be able to handle the graphics and gameplay just fine.

English
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A pointless little time-waster, without any meaningful story or conclusion.

Uninteresting characters, cliché dialogues and lazy artwork make this "game" a painfully boring experience.. neat app, i think it
is 2gb off my GPU, it says 6gb but i think i have 8gb? small bug?. TL;DR play Ys SEVEN if you're a fan of the series, and enjoy
it for what it is; if you're looking for a better story than earlier games in the series you may be slightly disappointed. Still, if you
love Ys the way I do, you will still have fun playing the game.

------

For fans of the Ys series, especially those who were unable to play the original release of Ys SEVEN on PSP, I would
recommend this game if for nothing more than a return to the world of one of Nihon Falcom's flagship titles.

This isn't the best Ys game in the series, but it is still fun. There is a sense of retreading old ground in the game, most notably
with the games story arc. Ys SEVEN lacks some of the appeal of earlier games in the series, at least it did for me. Over all
though, it was nice to play a newer Ys title again, and this time enjoy it on the PC.

The party system is new as of this entry in the franchise. It simultaneously breaths new life into the gameplay of Ys while at the
same time creating a jarring contrast with earlier games in the series (even though Celceta was earlier--chronoligically--it was
remade with the party system). Dogi speaks more for Adol than Adol does himself and this makes it really clear that you are
playing a silent protagonist. When Adol was the only playable character you never really thought about the fact that he didn't
have any dialog.

Speaking of dialog, the English dialog is a bit campy at times, but I have yet to compare it to the Japanese text; my gut tells me
that the original Japanese was not quite so over the top. Like so many RPGs, the story is somewhat contrived to get the ball
rolling. However, I've seen and played games with far worse contrivances. The game itself is quite self-referential (e.g. Adol's ill-
luck with ships), which should bring a smile to any fan of the series.

There isn't a lot of hand holding, it follows the pattern of many JRPGs of yore where if you don't speak to the right person in
many cases you can't progress the story. You're not always informed of what you need to do or where you need to go next, often
times you find out through trial and error because the game physically blocks you from doing something until a precondition is
met--although this is fairly rare. The game will provide subtle nudges here and there to prompt you in the right direction, but not
always. Many of the hints come from talking to numerous people in a location, forcing you to build up a mental map of all the
dependencies. Even so there are still a few missables through the course of the game, which can drive you nuts if you're a
completionist and not paying attention.

The music has always been on of the best things about the Ys series, Sound Team JDK's arrangements are phenomenal. There
are new takes on classic songs from the franchise, and the game does not disappoint on new scores as well.. like being brad pitt
and tom hanks at the same time. An extremely well-done jem of a game that will leave you amuzed at every insane thing it will
throw at you and offers a very rigorous challenge to conquer.. A very well rounded adventure roleplaying game for VR.
Probably one of the best atm and possibly unique. If you have a headset I highly recommend checking out the demo. The full
game is quite similar.. Not sure what people are talking about when they say they cant get it to work. This is a game and an
awesome visualizer. I find the game fun, the enemies look like evil little Pac men.

To say this is visually stunning is an understatement. Its visually ♥♥♥♥♥♥ic.

Play with the settings, see how it works, tweak again.

For the price its a bargain IMHO.

Would i buy it again...hell yes, would i recommend it hell yes..... is it fun...hell yes.... I'm relatively new to VR -- only a few
weeks. But I'm already impressed. This, though, is such a unique experience. While relatively short, it's in my "must experience"
list for demoing yet another possibility within VR - the convergence of beauty, experience, and art. Wow! One review online
that led me to this experience said it evokes the first time seeing Disney as a child. I think that reviewer came up with a good
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way to convey the feelings evoked.. If you are a fan of randomized dungeon crawlers... this game is for you.

While the game sticks to the common standards, it presents new challenges and puzzles that will require thought\/aggro.

Similar to arcade titles of old, the aggressive tone will punish and reward you. This keeps the game balanced and enjoyable for
many play throughs. Strategy is basic, but critical. You cannot rush every encounter. As a fan of challenging games, this title is
worth multiple attempts.

Gameplay is always the core of my interest. The pace is either fast or at your own speed (depending how agressive you are). It is
also challenging, in that each room will require you to analyze the situation. The traps cannot be ignored, nor can you bait every
enemy. Swapping your hero is required to progress (the AI might need a few tweaks to perfect this aspect, but it is nearly there).
Having two avatars feels like an advantage. Strengths and weaknesses of each class should ne observed.
I was unable to test local co-op, but I can imagine how much fun it could be. Perhaps online\/friend based co-op? This opens the
door for countless additional puzzles.

The controls seem to be built for a plug-in style controller. As of June 7\/16, I could not find a "customize controls" menu.
Perhaps my own inability, but the WASD keys had been replaced by the arrow pad. This made it awkward with the mouse.
Once I plugged a third party controller in, everything made sense.

Pixel art is one of my soft spots. I applaud the quality of dynamic sprites. Objects have great cycles, not just torches and
enemies. Event statues have motion\/glow, while health and exp orbs dance around you. The objects are easy to differentiate
and bring the areas to life. Obviously, the avatar sprites are fantastic - attack skills are amazing as they level up. It is easy forget
judgment on the level back-drop. It blends in and supports the existing mood. A balance is difficult to strike in these situations.
Perhaps a few more tiles could use polish (but I do not fault the developer on this, atmosphere is perfect). Maybe a bit more
variations in group tiles?

Love the pace, risk\/reward and colour palette of the game. If you need a new hack\/slash medival title, I offer my
recommendation. In Canadian dollars, 10$ is reasonable in todays market. Personally, I will spend more time in this game than
most new AAA titles. I am a fan of supporting developers and trying new things. For a more discerning crowd, I would
understand 10$ being a hair high (only due to June 7\/16 testing + bugs). At the first Steam Sale, you must try this game.

In full disclosure, I try and review games that are new to the scene. Only a review are under my belt. Looking forward to bug
patches and additions, I would recommend this title.. I enjoy text based adventure like these and this is another well done story.
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Wish I spent my $0.50 in the gumball machine instead. I hope they keep comming out with more DLC packages. i have them
all. Very pleased with this game. I hope the next DLC they come out with involes suspension parts. Maybe some custom stero
parts. Keep up the good work guys and girls.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game, I only got it because it was 90%
off because of crafting a badge and getting\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665from it.
Don't get it waste of money and I'm just gonna refund it now.
(Only costed \u00a30.08 with my 90% discount).
Btw I ticked it for free because it pretty much was free for me.. Want some feels? Play this. Just as amazing as the first game. I
beat this game in 15 hours, and I absolutely feel I got my moneys worth, no regrets.
Make sure you get the bonus episode for additional nostalgia and more feels. If your invested into the characters its worth the
extra cost IMO.. Overall a nice looking and feeling game. With my one hour of experience for being a captain I can say the
controls aren\u2019t hard to learn. I don\u2019t know if $28 is the best price and I\u2019d wait so see if it goes on sale.. This
game generates its levels pretty much randomly,
So while you try to remember the level wich is no use, you would have no time to think about it since its not wise to stop moving
good game!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZZidqeRz9c. pretty good game. It is an alright game. could deffinetly be more exciting.
Like if things broke on the game actually show them broken. maybe have a stove fire. a bed bug infestaion. instead of just
somethings broken, and theres a red light over it. I would also like to be able to interact with characters around town, and in the
houses I own. They could tell me what they need. like if rent is to high, or if it is a steal. The ability to add on things to the
building to bring up rent. like a new room, a pool, a backyard. Pets. If someone wants a pet they have to pay a fee. Also my
landlord is so boring. Not stlish at all. I want them to wear a fancy dress. lol! I hope you make this game better because it is
really bare bones to me. My roommate told me I should get into game design. He himself has worked on video games. Thank
you!
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